Ion-beam-driven intense electrostatic solitary waves in reconnection jet
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Key points:

- Source and role of intense ESWs in a reconnection jet are investigated with MMS data
- Accelerated cold ion beams in the jet are found to be the source of the waves
- Wave-beam interaction can provide a new channel for particle heating in the jet

Abstract. Electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) have been reported inside reconnection jets, but their source and role remain unclear hitherto. Here we present the first observational evidence of ESWs generation by cold ion beams inside the jet, by using high-cadence measurements from the Magnetospheric Multiscale spacecraft in the Earth’s magnetotail.

Inside the jet, intense ESWs with amplitude up to 30 mV m⁻¹ and potential up to ~7% of the electron temperature, are observed in association with accelerated cold ion beams. Instability analysis shows that the ion beams are unstable, providing free energy for the ESWs. The waves are observed to thermalize the beams, thus providing a new channel for ion heating inside the jet. Our study suggests that electrostatic turbulence can play an important role in the jet dynamics.

1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental plasma process, during which magnetic energy is converted into particle thermal and kinetic energy via reconfiguration of the magnetic topology (Yamada et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2017). Energy budgets between magnetic energy, particle kinetic energy, and thermal energy in magnetic reconnection have been well studied by numerical simulations (Birn & Hesse, 2010, 2014; Lu et al., 2013, 2018). Reconnection
plays an important role in many explosive phenomena in the universe, such as stellar flares, coronal mass ejection, gamma-ray bursts, and substorms in the terrestrial magnetotail (Angelopoulos et al., 2008). During reconnection processes, the initially separated plasmas become magnetically connected, and the connected plasmas get ejected from reconnection region, producing high-speed plasma flows, commonly referred to as reconnection jets or burst bulk flows (BBFs) (Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Cao et al., 2006, 2013). Reconnection jets have been suggested to be responsible for energy dissipation, particle heating and acceleration in space plasmas (e.g., Khotyaintsev et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2011; Lapenta et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2018; Sitnov et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019).

Reconnection jet dynamics is closely related to their interaction with the ambient plasmas. Such interaction leads to formation of particle beams (Wygant et al., 2005; Aunai et al., 2011; Eastwood et al., 2015), rearrangement of the local current system (Lu et al., 2016), and various types of kinetic-scale instabilities developing inside the jets, such as anisotropy instability (Khotyaintsev et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017a), streaming instability (Deng et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2017), kinetic ballooning or interchange instability (Pritchett et al., 2014, 2018; Nakamura et al., 2016) and lower hybrid drift instability at the jet front/dipolarization front (Khotyaintsev et al., 2011; Divin et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2018a, 2018b; Pan et al., 2018). These instabilities can generate strong electrostatic/electromagnetic waves that may interact with the local plasmas, leading to energy dissipation and particle heating (Khotyaintsev et al., 2011, 2017; Huang et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2012a; Liu et al., 2017b, 2017c; Yao et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019). However, the wave generation and the associated wave-particle interaction have been difficult to diagnose from spacecraft measurements due to the involved small spatiotemporal
scales (e.g., electron scale or Debye scale) before the advent of the Magnetospheric Multiscale mission (MMS) (Burch et al., 2015).

In particular, one type of nonlinear electrostatic structure characterized by bipolar change of parallel electric fields at Debye scale, traditionally referred to as electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs), electron holes or time domain structure (Mozer et al., 2015), has been recently reported inside the jets (e.g., Deng et al., 2010; Ergun et al., 2014a). ESWs have also been frequently observed in reconnection region, such as at separatrix and inside magnetic flux ropes (Khotyaintsev et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2014), with distinct speeds reported (Graham et al., 2015): fast ESWs with speeds close to electron thermal speed are suggested to be driven by high-speed electron beam (e.g., Omura et al., 1996; Drake et al., 2003; Che et al., 2009), while slow ESWs with speeds close to ion thermal speed are suggested to be generated by Buneman instability (Khotyaintsev et al., 2010; Norgren et al., 2015). However, for ESWs inside the jets, their properties (e.g., speed and potential) and generation mechanisms, remain unclear so far.

In this study, we use high-cadence measurements of a reconnection jet by the MMS spacecraft to study the interactions between ESWs and particle beams inside a reconnection jet in the Earth’s magnetotail. We present the first observational evidence of ESWs generation by accelerated cold ion beams inside the jet and investigate their properties and role in the jet dynamics.

2. Observations

The magnetic field data from the fluxgate magnetometer (Russell et al., 2014), electric field data from the electric field double probes (Lindqvist et al., 2014; Ergun et al., 2014b), and particle data from the fast plasma investigation (Pollock et al., 2016) are used. A typical event with intense ESWs observed inside the reconnection jet is studied, as shown in Figure 1.
All data are presented in NML coordinates, which are derived from the minimum variance analysis of B during the jet front crossing, unless otherwise specified. Here L is approximately parallel to B, N is normal to the jet front, and M completes the right handed NML system. Relative to GSM coordinates, the local coordinates are: L=[0.14, -0.64, 0.76], N=[0.92, 0.36, 0.13], and M=[-0.36, 0.68, 0.64].

The jet front (JF), also usually referred to as dipolarization front (Nakamura et al., 2002; Runov et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2012b), is characterized by the rapid increase of B_L (Figure 1a), decrease of electron density (Figure 1b), and intense electric fields therein (Figures 1c and 1d). The strong-B region behind the JF is traditionally referred to as flux pileup region (FPR) (Khotyaintsev et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2013a) or dipolarizing flux bundle (DFB) (Liu et al., 2013). The JF is observed by all of the MMS spacecraft, and timing analysis yields its propagation velocity $V_{JF} = 1530*(0.96, 0.28, 0.08)$ km s$^{-1}$ in GSM coordinates, close to the local Alfvén speed. JF is usually considered as a consequence of magnetic reconnection in the mid tail (Fu et al., 2013b; Xu et al., 2018a). The JF propagation direction derived from the timing analysis is almost same as the normal direction obtained from the MVA analysis. The reconnection jet has a maximum velocity approaching 1200 km/s (note that the jet speed may be underestimated because FPI may not capture the whole ion distribution) (see Figure 1e), $\sim0.8 \, V_{Alfvén}$ ($V_{Alfvén}$ is the local Alfvén speed). The JF thickness (defined as the distance between B_L minimum and maximum) is estimated as 600 km, $\sim1.2 \, d_i$, where $d_i = c/\omega_{pi}$ is the ion inertial length calculated based on the density prior to the JF arrival. The intense electric fields at the JF, with both N and M components dominant (Figure 1c), exhibit spiky features. Such features are due to the ripples generated by lower hybrid drift instability, which is driven by density gradient at the front (Liu et al., 2018b; Pan et al., 2018). Sharp changes in the electron and ion distributions are observed at the JF crossing. Figure 1f shows electron 1D reduced distribution function in the direction parallel to B and Figure 1g displays ion 1D
reduced distribution function in the $\mathbf{L}$ direction. Across the front, electrons become hotter and more dilute, and there is no field-aligned beams (Figure 1f). The ion distribution changes from nearly flat-top distribution to clearly counter-streaming distribution (Figure 1g). The sharp changes are also clear in the ion and electron energy spectrogram (Figures 1h and 1i), in which we see that the electrons get heated and accelerated inside the flux pileup region (Fu et al., 2019a, 2019b; Birn et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2018b).

Now we focus on the flux pileup region behind the JF, where large-amplitude $E_M$ and $E_L$ components are observed. The persistent $E_M \sim V_N \times B_L$ is the motional electric field arising from the enhanced magnetic field strength and high-speed flow (Fu et al., 2012c; Liu et al., 2018b). The short-period intense $E_L \sim E_\parallel$ is the parallel electric field as the angle between the $\mathbf{L}$ direction and the local $\mathbf{B}$ is less than 3 degrees. The localized $E_\parallel$ exhibits asymmetrically bipolar features and has broadband power spectrogram (not shown), and thus they are interpreted as electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) (Deng et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2015, 2016). Associated with the intense ESWs, no clear electron-beam signature is observed (Figure 1f), indicating that they are not related to the instabilities involving electrons, such as electron beam instability or Buneman instability; instead, we find two counter-streaming cold ion beams in the field-aligned direction (Figure 1g). This suggests that the ESWs may be generated by the ion beams.

To reveal the wave properties and wave-beam interactions in detail, we present four spacecraft observations of the ESWs and the associated ion 2D reduced velocity distributions in Figure 2. Figures 2a and 2b show $B_L$ and currents calculated by the curlometer method. During observations of the ESWs, the magnetic field decreases gradually and the local currents are very weak, indicating that the ESWs are not associated with strong currents. The ESWs are observed by all four MMS spacecraft (Figure 2c), and the waves observed by different spacecraft are almost the same when we compare the time-shifted fields of the four
spacecraft (Figure 2d), such that we can resolve the wave speed unambiguously (Steinvall et al., 2019). Using timing analysis, we calculate the wave propagation velocity to be $V_{\text{ESWs}} = 820^{+0.06, 0.60, 0.79}_{-0.06, 0.60, 0.79}$ km s$^{-1}$, which is comparable to the local ion thermal speed and antiparallel to the local magnetic field. Considering the propagation velocity and polarity of the ESWs, we find that the electric field is diverging, and thus the ESWs correspond to electron holes rather than ion holes. Based on the wave speed and wave period, we estimate the wave peak-peak length scale as $I_{pp} \approx 9.5 \lambda_D$, where $\lambda_D$ is the local Debye length. The length scale of the observed ESWs is comparable to those observed at the Earth’s magnetopause (Graham et al., 2016). Using the resolved wave speed, we calculate the wave electrostatic potential via integration of $E_\parallel$: $\phi = - \int E_\parallel V_{\text{ESWs}} dt$ (Figure 2e). We see that the ESWs have potential humps of 50-120 V, and contain a peak potential of $\sim 200$ V, which corresponds to $\sim 7\%$ of the electron thermal temperature.

Figures 2f-2h show the ion 2D reduced distribution in the L-N plane. We can see that two cold ion beams are clearly observed along with the ESWs. The two cold beams have similar speed in the N direction, which is close to jet speed, but propagate in opposite directions along L (or field-aligned direction). The counter-streaming cold ion beams have a maximum relative drift speed approaching 2000 km s$^{-1}$. We observe evidence of beam-wave interaction, which is manifested in the short-time local evolution of the ion distribution during the wave interval: cold ion beams are first seen before the waves, then the beams become rapidly thermalized within the waves, and get thermalized further after the waves. Note that considering the wave speed and potential, the waves can trap ions with speeds between $V_T = V_{ph} \pm \sqrt{2q_e \Phi / m_i} \approx [-820 \pm 150]$ km s$^{-1}$, which mainly lies on the ion population propagating in the -L direction. This means that only the ion beam propagating in the same direction as the waves would be heated, consistent with the observations. Due to the absence of electron beams or strong currents, the cold ion beams are the most probable source
of the ESWs (note that the asymmetric feature and varying amplitude of the ESWs indicate that the waves are still in the evolution phase; as such, their source should be nearby). Therefore, we conclude that the ESWs may be driven by ion beam instability.

3. Instability analysis

To investigate the instability associated with these cold ion beams propagating along the magnetic field line, we consider a plasma containing four ion population (both hydrogen and oxygen) and one electron population. Here we assume that the electrons have zero drift.

Under these assumptions, the electrostatic dispersion relation is:

\[
1 - \frac{\omega_{pih1}^2}{k^2 V_{ih1}^2} Z'(\frac{\omega-kV_{ih1}}{kV_{ih1}}) - \frac{\omega_{pih2}^2}{k^2 V_{ih2}^2} Z'(\frac{\omega-kV_{ih2}}{kV_{ih2}}) - \frac{\omega_{pio1}^2}{k^2 V_{io1}^2} Z'(\frac{\omega-kV_{io1}}{kV_{io1}}) - \frac{\omega_{pio2}^2}{k^2 V_{io2}^2} Z'(\frac{\omega-kV_{io2}}{kV_{io2}}) \right) - \frac{\omega_{pe}^2}{k^2 V_{e}^2} Z'(\frac{\omega}{kV_{e}}) = 0, \tag{1}
\]

where the subscripts \(ih1,ih2,io1,io2\) refer to the hydrogen and oxygen beams, \(\omega_{px} = \sqrt{n_x q_x^2/m_x \epsilon_0} (x = ih1,ih2,io1,io2,e)\) are the ion and electron plasma frequencies, \(Z'\) is the derivative of the plasma dispersion function, \(V_{ih1,ih2,io1,io2}\) are the ion beam velocities, \(v_{ih1,ih2,io1,io2,e}\) are the ion and electron thermal speeds. Here the oxygen population is considered due to following reasons: I. In the initial analysis, when we consider hydrogen only, beams are found to be unstable but the predicted phase speed is about three times slower than observed wave speed, suggesting possible importance of heavier ions; II. When we include oxygen beams, beams are still unstable but the prediction becomes closer to the observation; and if we consider only oxygen, the prediction well matches the observation, indicating that oxygen can indeed play a crucial role; III. In the adjacent lobe region, the inflow region to the reconnection site, we observe that both oxygen and hydrogen are dominant and have comparable density (not shown), strongly suggesting that oxygen can be dominant in the reconnection jet as well; however, very few heavier ions are observed inside the jet by HPCA instrument which measures ions up to 40 keV at a 10s cadence, and the reason, is that most of oxygen is at high energies—\(\sim 80\) keV, estimated based on Fermi acceleration of oxygen;
presence of energetic ions is observed by EIS instrument which measures energetic ions up to 500 keV; but the count statistics is not good enough to reconstruct the distribution function of oxygen and therefore for the instability analysis we base the oxygen distribution function on assumption that oxygen has experienced the same Fermi acceleration process as hydrogen (see discussions below). Here we assume that oxygen beam has same speed as hydrogen beam because Fermi acceleration is independent of ion mass.

To obtain the beam parameters for solving equation (1), we fit the 1D ion reduced distribution along L observed before the waves, by using two Maxwellian distributions (Figure 3a). The beam parameters obtained from the fitting are $n_{ib1} = 0.026 \text{ cm}^{-3}$, $T_{ib1} = 300 \text{ eV}$, $V_{ib1} = -900 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, $n_{ib2} = 0.009 \text{ cm}^{-3}$, $T_{ib2} = 200 \text{ eV}$, and $V_{ib2} = 950 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. With these parameters, the predicted properties of the unstable beam mode are obtained in Figure 3b. We see that the ion beams are indeed unstable, and the wave number with positive growth rate ranges from 0 to $2.1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m}^{-1}$. The wave number of the observed ESWs, $k_{ESWs} \sim 1.5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m}^{-1}$, falls well inside this range. Moreover, the predicted wave speed corresponding to the observed wave number $k_{ESWs}$ is ~400 km s$^{-1}$, close to the observed ESWs. In addition, the beam energy density, $W_{b1} = m_i n_{b1} v_{b1}^2 / 2 \sim 2.4 \times 10^{-12} \text{ J m}^{-3}$, is much larger than the maximum wave field energy density, $W_E = \varepsilon_0 |E|^2 / 2 \sim 4 \times 10^{-15} \text{ J m}^{-3}$, consistent with the cold ion beams providing free energy for the waves. And the thermalized ion beams observed behind the waves are found to be stable (showing negative growth rate, not shown). These calculations suggest that the ESWs are driven by the ion beam instability. We notice that the predicted wave speed is slower than the observed speed, indicating that the observed beams or waves may have been affected by other momentum-exchange processes, such as ion drag introduced by the waves. The asymmetrically bipolar feature of the ESWs indicates that the electrostatic structures are still experiencing temporal evolution which may also have changed the wave properties (Wu et al., 2010). Note that
uncertainties arising from the fitting of ion distribution function and the assumption about oxygen parameters in the analysis may contribute to the difference between observations and predictions as well.

### 4. Discussion and Summary

Generation mechanisms for the intense ESWs observed inside the jet are different from those observed in the reconnection region, such as fast ESWs at separatrix and slow ESWs inside the flux rope, which are associated with fast electron beam or strong currents (e.g. Drake et al., 2003; Che et al., 2009; Khotyaintsev et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014). The intense ESWs observed inside the jet are not associate with electron beam or strong currents; instead, they are driven by fast cold ion beams which are formed during jet propagating away from the reconnection region.

Two physical mechanisms may account for accelerated ion beams observed inside the jet. One mechanism is connected with the interactions between the earthward propagating flux tubes and the ambient plasma: ambient cold ions is accelerated due to Fermi acceleration when they encounter the bent flux tubes (Eastwood et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2019). Such mechanism should dominate in our case, because the observed beam speed is close to the jet speed in neutral sheet, as predicted by Fermi mechanism. Based on this, assuming oxygen beam speed same as hydrogen beam speed in the instability analysis is reasonable because Fermi acceleration is independent of ion mass. Such assumption may be not exactly accurate due to potential role of the other mechanism that the cold ions are accelerated by potential jump across the separatrix (Wygant et al., 2005). In Figure 4 we schematically illustrate the trajectories of the accelerated ion beams and the excitation of the ESWs inside the reconnection jet. Accelerated ion beams that are formed in the jet can be unstable to ion beam instability and drive electrostatic waves which move along the magnetic field line at slow speeds. Due to the propagation of the waves and beams, or the instability conditions, the
waves and beams may not exhibit nice one-to-one correlation, as is the case in our observations. The waves can lead to local ion heating, in addition to the mirror or firehose instabilities reported in previous studies (Wu et al., 2013).

In summary, using high-cadence measurements from jet crossing by the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft, we present the first observational evidence of ESWs generation by accelerated cold ion beams inside the reconnection jet. The accelerated ion beams are formed during the jet propagating away from the reconnection region and unstable to ion beam instability, which drives the intense ESWs with potential up to ~7% of the electron temperature. The ESWs conversely thermalize the cold ion beams, thus providing an new channel for particle heating inside jets. Our observations suggest that ESWs can play an important role in jet dynamics.
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Figure 1. Jet crossing observed by MMS1. (a) magnetic field $\mathbf{B}$. (b) electron density. (c) $\mathbf{E}_M$ and $\mathbf{E}_N$ components. (d) $\mathbf{E}_L$ component. (e) ion velocity. (f) electron phase space in the parallel direction (here electrons at energies <100 eV are excluded due to large uncertainty of electron measurements). (g) ion phase space in the $\mathbf{L}$ direction. (h) ion energy spectrum. (i) electron energy spectrum.
Figure 2. Four-spacecraft observations of the ESWs and ion distribution functions. (a) magnetic field $B_L$ component. (b) currents calculated by curlometer method. (c) parallel electric fields. (d) time-shifted parallel electric fields. (e) wave potential. (f-h) ion distribution functions in the $V_L$-$V_N$ plane. MMS1-MMS4 data are shown in black, red, green and blue, respectively. The ion distribution is averaged over four spacecraft (here the nearest point in time among the spacecraft measurements is used for averaging).
Figure 3. Instability analysis of the observed cold ion beams. (a) Maxwellian fitting of ion 1D reduced distribution. (b) predicted dispersion relation of unstable modes. The red line shows the growth rate, and the black line denotes the real frequency. The dark red diamond represents the observed wave property.
Figure 4. Sketch illustrating the formation of ion beams and the excitation of ESWs inside the reconnection jet. The ion beams are denoted by green and dark blue circles. The gray arrows represent the ion velocity in spacecraft frame, and the dashed lines represent the trajectories of the ion beams.